
ELF/EMF

Our modern world relies heavily on electrical power and radio communications. ELF
(Extremely Low Frequency), EMF (Electromagnetic Fields) are found wherever there is
electricity, and around any object that has an electrical charge.

Electromagnetic radiation emitted from power generators, substations, power lines, radio and
transmission towers, video display terminals, radar, televisions, cellular telephones,
microwaves, computers, waterbeds, household appliances, and other electrical equipment,
produces frequencies that are destructive to biological systems. These harnessed artificial
frequencies interrupt the natural biorhythm of the earth and its entire population.

The earth's natural frequency has recently been measured within the 7.83 to 10.6 Hz ranges
and is changing. Less than 100 years ago our bodies lived in harmony with our earth. If you
were to measure the natural frequency emission of the human brain, in a room shielded from
man made ELF; the brain's signal is identical to the frequency emitted by the earth.

The dangers of this electropollution are real, and well documented. Dr. Robert O. Becker and
Gary Sheldon, in their book, "The Body Electric", scientifically proved that these
electromagnetic fields (EMF), and (ELF) are the most dangerous pollution unknown to
mankind.

It is silent. You cannot see it, hear it, taste it, or smell itl Research in electropollution found
abnormal reactions in all organisms affecting the central nervous system, cardiovascular and
glandular systems, the brain, particularly the hypothalamus, pineal, and pituitary glands as well
as the entire immune system.

Physiological responses are also disrupted by ELF/EMF, linking depression, disrupted logic,
and associational thought, as well as suicides to electropollution. ELF's also shut down the
crown chakra (energy center) that governs the mind energy rings and the mind fields of the
cerebral cortex.

Sensitivities are varied. Some people experience no particular symptoms while others
experience a wide variety of symptoms including fatigue, anxiety, mild depressive moods,
hyperactivity, disrupted sleep patterns, headaches, allergies, hormonal imbalances, frequent
colds and infections, etc. Dr Becker links ELF/EMF to stress, sterility, birth defects, impaired
brain functions, malignancies, tumors, leukemia, and significant vitamin B depletion.

He has also linked diseases such as Alzheimer's, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Autism, Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome (SIOS), Parkinson's, Cancer, Mental Diseases, Fragile X Syndrome,
and Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity Syndrome to ELF/EMF.

ELF/EMF radiation is measured in milligauss. In his book, "Cross Currents" Dr. Becker states
the .05 mG (milligauss) has been the decided safety level. ELF/EMF readings in an ordinary
household usually measure higher than 3 mG. The magnetic fields are measured with a field
meter called a "gaussmeter". Ellen Sugarman, in her book, 'Warning: The Electricity Around
You May Be Hazardous To Your Health", explains in detail the hazards, backed by extensive
research.
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Electrical fields and magnetic fields, produced by electricity, generate radiation in the form of
waves. These waves diminish the further away you are from the source. For example, fields
from home appliances disappear dramatically within a distance of a few feet, whereas a
transmission lines field emits radiation for a radius of a few hundred feet. Both fields are silent,
and since people are not biologically equipped to consciously detect them they go largely
unnoticed, even though we are surrounded by ELF/EMF all the time. Sugarman found that an
electric stove with only two burners on measured an electrical radiation field of 20-11 mG. An
electric blanket measured 15 mG, waterbeds at 3-5 mG, hairdryers at high speeds 8 or 9 mG,
toasters 10-60 mG, televisions 48-100 mG. The list goes on. She also indicates that three
feet is the recommended distance you should be away from your electrical appliances while in
use. Microwaves, being extremely dangerous, should not be used at all.

It is interesting to note that Dr. J.D. Stone comments, "people are getting serious illnesses from
sitting in front of computers all day. Police officers are getting cancer from using the police
radar guns".

Now we have cell phones flooding the markets. We are sacrificing our health for conveniencel
Think of the ELFIEMF going straight to our brainsI Research is showing a connection with cell
phones and brain cancer as well as other cancers. There is an answer.

Dr. Jenner has researched and tested various devices in his attempts to find a suitable solution
to the ELF and EMF problem. He tested crystals, copper bracelets, black boxes, special
blankets, as well as other inventions but they all had limited ability to protect one from the
ELF's. He found the ELF MicroShield to be highly effective in converting incoming ELF's into
the Earth's natural harmonic resonance thereby being sound protection to the entire individual.

There are dedicated scientists and researchers, like Dr. Jenner, Dr. R. Becker and others who
have our health and the health of our beautiful planet in mind and heart.

Researchers have found a way to protect the body from this harmful ELF/EMF electropollution
through the use of a specially designed ELF MicroShield. This microShield installed in a
battery operated watch works in conjunction with the earth's natural harmonic frequency and
our body's frequencies. Wearing this watch on the left side of our body puts an 8 Hz bubble
around the body, and defuses incoming ELFIEMF radiation, thereby protecting the body's total
electrical systems and brain functions. It also protects the natural cranial resonant cavity of the
brain from foreign subliminal messages. Such credible protection from electropollution vastly
increases the integrity of the entire immune system. The ELF MicroShield, is also put on the
cell phone and portable phones to isolate the phone and thus stop the ELF/EMF from going
into the brain. Research has shown that the ELF MicroShield is also defusing and isolating
the ELF/EMF so that the cell phone doesn't interfere with the natural homing signals of bees
and other insects. This is validated with Kinesiology and Kirlian Photography.

The ELF MicroShield is essential for all who seek vibrant optimum healthl
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